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Description
Technical Field
5

[0001] The present invention belongs to the technical field of anion detection, and particularly relates to a fluorescent
sensor comprising a phosphate ion-selective fluorescent compound which exhibits a fluorescence change in the presence
of phosphate anions in an aqueous solution corresponding to an in vivo environment and thus is suitable for use in the
analysis of phosphate ions and phosphorylated peptides.
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[0002] The phosphate anion plays an important role in vivo. For example, in the signal transmission system, a variety
of information transmissions can be controlled via the phosphate functional groups of phosphorylated proteins or phospholipids. It is therefore expected that an established sensing system for detecting phosphate anions in an aqueous
solution corresponding to an in vivo environment will serve as a basic tool in cell biology and other fields for the analysis
of a number of in vivo processes, the results thereof contributing to the development of new medicines and reagents.
For example, the recognition of an intracellular phosphorylation signal, a key reaction for the malignant alteration caused
by an abnormal information transmission, will be effective in designing inhibitors and the like against such reaction.
[0003] A potential useful means for detecting anions such as phosphate anion will be a fluorescent probe composed
of a compound which exhibits fluorescence change upon being combined specifically with the anions. A number of
probes have hitherto been developed for detecting cations typified by metal ions. However, with regard to fluorescent
probes for detecting anions, only a small number of probes have been proposed which function in organic solvents, and
there is found almost nothing for use in a neutral aqueous solution such as an in vivo media. This is because anions
are generally larger in size than metal ions and are therefore more influenced by hydration, resulting in difficulty in
chelation. In addition, while it is possible, with a probe for detecting metal ions, to develop fluorescence change via
coordination of functional groups present in the structure of the fluorescent compound, such as aromatic amino groups,
with metal ions, similar phenomena are unlikely to be utilizable in the detection of anions. For these reasons, very few
examples are found of fluorescent probes for detecting anions such as phosphate anions.
[0004] One rare example of a fluorescent probe for recognizing phosphate anion in an aqueous solution is the ruthenium-bipyridylpolyaza compound reported by Beer et al. (P.D. Beer et al., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed., 40, 486 (2001); P.D.
Beer et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 119, 11864 (1997)). However, this compound exhibits a very low fluorescence change.
Another rare example is found in the utilization of a boronic acid-diester compound as a fluorescent probe for detecting
anions such as phosphate ion (Japanese Patent Application Publication 2001-133407).
[0005] The object of the present invention is to provide a novel use of a sensor composed of a fluorescent probe which
is capable of detecting phosphate ion with a high sensitivity.
Disclosure of the invention
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[0006] Through extensive studies, the present inventors found that use of a zinc-dipicolylamine binuclear complex
having a fluorescent functional group in the center is capable of selectively capturing phosphate anion in an aqueous
solution corresponding to the physiological condition, producing a fluorescence change for the detection of the anion.
[0007] Thus, the above-mentioned object has been accomplished by providing use of a compound of the following
formula (1) as a fluorescent sensor for phosphate ion or phosphorylated peptide:
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wherein FL represents a fluorescent functional group or atomic group having an aromatic ring or heterocyclic ring, and
X represents a functional group or atomic group which will be liberated in an aqueous solution to form an anion, and
wherein FL is selected from one of (a), (b), (c) and (d) in the following (2):
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wherein R represents hydrogen atom, an alkyl group having 1 to 4 carbon atoms or benzyl group in the formula (d); and
wherein X is NO 3, a halogen atom or ClO4; and
wherein the compound is a phosphate anion-selective fluorescent compound.
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Brief Description of the Drawings
[0008]
40

Figure 1 outlines a scheme for synthesis of zinc-dipicolylamine binuclear complex for use according to the present
invention;
Figure 2 illustrates an example of the measurements of the change in fluorescent intensity versus the change in
anion concentration, with respect to various types of anions, by the use according to the present invention;
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Figure 3 shows the amino acid sequence of the peptide employed in the study of the sequence selectivity of the
fluorescent sensor; and
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Figure 4 illustrates an example of the measurements of the change in fluorescent intensity versus the change in
peptide concentration, with respect to peptides having various amino acid sequences, by the use according to the
present invention.
Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention
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[0009] Use of the compound as expressed by the formula (1), which is a phosphate anion-selective fluorescent compound, as a fluorescent sensor provides a new use of a fluorescent probe, which is composed of a zinc-binuclear complex
of 2,2’-dipicolylamine (hereinafter abbreviated as Dpa) and zinc, for anion detention.
[0010] As an example of a particularly preferred phosphate anion-selective fluorescent compound there may be given
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the compound expressed by the following formula (3) (hereinafter the compound of the formula (3) is sometimes abbreviated as Zn(Dpa)-9,10-Anth complex.)
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[0011] A metal complex of the formula (1), as typified by the compound of the formula (3), is a phosphate anionselective fluorescent compound which exhibits a marked change in fluorescence in the presence of phosphate anions.
This is presumably caused by the fact that a compound expressed by the formula (1) will selectively capture a phosphate
anion in an aqueous medium through the replacement of X with the phosphate anion, resulting in the appearance of the
change in fluorescence.
[0012] Thus, fluorescent compounds expressed by the formula (1) functions as highly selective sensors for the qualitative and quantitative analysis of phosphate anion which exhibits a clear change in fluorescence in the presence of
phosphate anions whose concentration is as low as the uM order of magnitude (cf. Example 2 below).
[0013] A fluorescent compound expressed by the formula (1) exhibits a fluorescence response not only to isolated
phosphate ion but also to certain phosphorylated peptides. Specifically, the fluorescent compound of formula (1) has a
high affinity for a peptide composed of an amino acid sequence containing a hydrophobic amino acid (residue) and an
anionic amino acid (residue) in addition to a phosphorylated amino acid (residue), exhibiting a change in fluorescence
corresponding to the change in the concentration of the peptide. This is probably because the compounds of formula
(1), which contain aromatic and/or heterocyclic rings, generally have a cationic charge of four valence in total. Thus, the
compound of formula (1) composed of a zinc-dipicolylamine binuclear complex functions as a sequence-selective sensor
for phosphorylated peptides (cf. Example 3 below).
[0014] The fluorescent compounds expressed by the formula (1) can be easily synthesized through a scheme of known
reactions. Figure 1 outlines a scheme for synthesizing the fluorescent compound of the formula (1). As can be seen
from Figure 1, a brominated precursor compound (A) having a fluorescent functional or atomic group is rendered to
react with 2,2’-dipicolylamine (B) in the presence of potassium carbonate to produce a compound (C) in which two Dpa’s
are combined with each other via the fluorescent functional or atomic group. A desired metal complex (1), a fluorescent
compound, can be obtained simply by mixing the compound (C) with an X salt of zinc (ZnX). More specifically, the
synthesized receptor molecule is just admixed with a zinc salt (e.g. zinc nitrate) in an aqueous solution having an adjusted
pH value with an appropriate buffer solution (e.g. borate buffer) to produce a desired complex, because zinc is active
in the ligand substitution and the reaction attains equilibrium very rapidly.
Examples
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[0015] While the features of the present invention will be explained in a more concrete manner with reference to the
following working examples, the examples are not for restricting the invention.
[0016] In the chemical formulae shown in the subject specification and drawings, carbon atoms and/or hydrogen atoms
are sometimes omitted in accordance with the traditional expression. The broken lines in the chemical formulae indicate
coordinate bonds.
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Example 1: Synthesis of fluorescent compound
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[0017] As a fluorescent compound of the present invention, Zn(Dpa)-9, 10-Anth complex, as expressed by the aforementioned formula (3), was synthesized as follows.
[0018] Firstly, a compound in which two Dpa’s are combined with one another via a demethylanthlyl group (a compound
C in figure 1) was synthesized in the following manner: Into a 50ml two-necked flask were charged potassium iodide
0.12g, potassium carbonate 1.05g, 9,10-bis(chloromethyl) anthracene (A) 0.50g. Following deaeration with nitrogen,
the mixture was dissolved in 10ml dimethylformamide. On adding 0.6ml dipicolylamine (B), the resultant was kept at
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35°C for six hours and then at 45°C overnight while being stirred. The insolubles were subjected to filtration and the
filtrate was distilled off in vacuo. The resultant residue was dissolved in chloroform, followed by washing with 0.01N
sodium hydroxide aqueous solution. The organic phase was concentrated and purified by chromatography with silica
gel resulting in a yellowish solid. The identification was carried out by MNR and elemental analysis.
Calculated: C, 79.97; H, 6.04; N,13.99. Found: C, 79.84; H, 6.04; N, 13.99.
[0019] Then, the compound 45.06mg thus obtained was dissolved in methanol and added with 3ml of 50mM zinc
nitrate aqueous solution, and the resultant was stirred. After the methanol was distilled off in vacuo, the resultant was
subjected to lyophilization, yielding the compound of the formula (3) as a yellowish solid. The identification was carried
out by mass spectrometry and elemental analysis. MS (Calculated molecular weight: 852.75. Found: 852.94). Elemental
Analysis (Calculated: C, 47.31; H, 3.97; N, 13.79. Found: C, 47.20; H, 3.93; N, 13.74).
Example 2: Experiment on anion-selectivity
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[0020] Using Zn(Dpa)-9,10-Anth complex prepared in Example 1 as a fluorescent compound of the present invention,
measurements were conducted on fluorescence change with changing concentration of anions. The types of anion
measured were phosphate ion, acetate ion, nitrate ion, sulfate ion, azide ion, fluoride ion, chloride ion and bromide ion,
all of which were dissolved as sodium salt in an aqueous solution. The experimental conditions were as follows.
Concentration of Zn(Dpa)-9,10-Anth complex: 10mM
Concentrations of the anions: 0, 10, 20, 30, 100, 500, 1000, 2000mM (0~200eq.)
Aqueous solution: pH 7.2, 10mM, HEPES buffer
Measurement temperature: 20°C
Measurement cell: 1cm cell
Excitation wavelength λex: 380nm (ex/em = 2.5/2.5nm)
[0021] The results of the measurements are given in Figure 1. As shown by the figure, there were observed no
substantial changes in the fluorescence intensity with anions other than phosphate anion. Thus, it was concluded that
the Zn(Dpa)-9,10-Anth complex according to the present invention exhibits a high-selectivity for phosphate anion and
functions as a highly sensitive sensor for the analysis of phosphate anion.
Example 3: Experiment on sequence-selectivity to peptides
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[0022] Using Zn(Dpa)-9,10-Anth complex of the aforementioned formula (3), experiments were conducted on fluorescence change when the complex reacts with peptides having varying sequences, so as to evaluate the selectivity thereto.
For comparison, a similar experiment was carried out using a mononuclear complex having only a single Zn(Dpa) as
expressed by the formula (4) below (The compound of the formula (4) is hereinafter abbreviated as Zn(Dpa)-9,10-Anth
complex).
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Synthesis of peptides
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[0023] The experiment was carried out using peptides having amino acid sequences as shown in Figure 3. The Nterminus of each peptide is protected through acethylation while the C-terminus thereof is of an amide structure. The
amino acid sequences of peptides 1, 1’, 2 and 3 are listed, in the later-mentioned Sequence Listing, as the Sequence
Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Peptides 1, 2 and 3 each constructs a consensus sequence for phosphorylation by a
kinase as shown in the parentheses in Figure 3. Each sequence was employed for the reasons of the following characteristic features.
Peptide 1:A peptide having a phosphorylated amino acid (Tyr at the position 5) as well as a hydrophobic amino acid
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and a negatively charged amino acid. Peptide 1’: A peptide as a control of peptide 1, not having the phosphorylated
amino acid.
Peptide 2: A peptide having a phosphorylated amino acid (Ser at the position 5) as well as a hydrophobic amino acid
while having a number of positively charged amino acids.
Peptide 3: A peptide having a phosphorylated amino acid (Tyr at the position 4) as well as a hydrophobic amino acid
while having an equal number of positively and negatively charged amino acids so that the overall electric charge is
neutralized.
[0024] Each peptide was automatically synthesized by a peptide synthesizer. Fmoc amino acid (0.4mmol) was used
in an amount of four times that of amide resin (introduction : 0.64, scale : 0.1mmol). HBTU was used as a condensation
agent, which deprotected the N-terminal amino acid. Following the automatic condensation, the resultant resin was
transferred to a disposable column, and well washed with methylene chloride. Then, there were added methylene chloride
5ml and acetic acid anhydride 0.8ml, followed by stirring. The reaction was allowed to proceed until there were absolutely
no free amino groups, while tracing the process of the reaction by means of the kayser test. On completion of the reaction,
the product was well washed with methylene chloride and then subjected to vacuum drying in a desiccator.
[0025] The resin thus obtained 50ml was placed in a round-bottom flask and added with separating-deprotecting
agents, m-cresol, thioanisole and TFA, in amounts of 0.06ml, 0.36ml and 2.58ml, respectively, for 300mg of the resin.
The resultant was stirred for one hour at room temperature. The resin was then subjected to filtration and the filtrate
was distilled off in vacuo. After adding TBME, a crude peptide was obtained as precipitate by filtration, which was then
subjected to vacuum drying. The crude peptide thus obtained was dissolved in NMP and the target peptide was isolated
by HPLC. The identification was carried out by MALDI-TOF-MS.
Evaluation of peptide-selectivity
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[0026] The peptide-selectivity in an aqueous solution was evaluated by fluorescence measurement. The conditions
for the measurement were as follows. Concentrations of peptides: 0 - 10eq. The concentrations of peptide 3 were 0 to 5eq.
Aqueous solution : pH 7.2, 50mM, HEPES buffer
Measurement cell: 1 cm cell
Excitation wavelength λex: 380nm (slit width ex/em = 5/10nm)
[0027] The results of the measurements are shown in Figure 4. As can be seen from Figure 4, only Zn (Dpa)-9,10Anth complex has a high affinity only for a peptide having both a phosphorylated amino acid and a hydrophobic amino
acid, while having a negatively charged amino acid (peptide 1), and exhibits a marked change in the fluorescence
intensity with changing concentration of the peptide. Thus, it was concluded that Zn(Dpa)-9,10-Anth complex according
to the present invention functions as a sequence-selective sensor for phosphorylated peptides
Industrial Applicability
[0028] It is evident from the foregoing explanation that the zinc-dipicolylamine binuclear complex according to the
present invention functions as a highly sensitive fluorescent sensor for phosphate ion and is also useful as a highly
sensitive sequence-selective sensor for phosphorylated peptide, in an aqueous solution corresponding to an in vivo
environment. The present invention thus provides a promising research tool for studying in vivo reaction mechanisms,
thereby contributing to the development of novel medicines, reagents, functional elements and the like.
SEQUENCE LISTING
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<110> Japan Science and Technology Corporation
<110> HAMACHI itaru
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<120> Fluorescent sensors for phosphate-ions and phosphorylated peptides
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<150> JP P2002-045846
<151> 2002-02-22
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<210> 1
<211> 9
<213> Artificial Sequence
5

<222> Position 5
<223> Tyrosine at the position 5 is phosphorylated
<400> 1
Glu Glu Glu Ile Tyr Glu Glu Phe Asp
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<210> 2
<211> 9
<213> Artificial Sequence
15

20

<400> 2
Glu Glu Glu Ile Tyr Glu Glu Phe Asp
<210> 3
<211> 9
<213> Artificial Sequence
<222> Position 5
<223> Serine at the position 5 is phosphorylated
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30

<400> 3
Arg Arg Phe Gly Ser Ile Arg Arg Phe
<210> 4
<211> 8
<213> Artificial Sequence
<222> Position 4
<223> Tyrosine at the position 4 is phosphorylated
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<400> 4
Lys Ser Gly Tyr Leu Ser Ser Glu SEQUENCE LISTING
<110> Japan Science and Technology Agency

40

<120> Fluorescent sensor for phosphate-ion and phosphorylated peptide
<130> MP-101248-EP

45

<140> EP 03742658.2
<141> 2004-09-14
<150> PCT/JP03/00705
<151> 2003-01-27

50

<160> 4
<170> PatentIn version 3.1
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<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>

1
9
PRT
Artificial Sequence
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<220>
<223> Peptide 1

5

<220>
<221> MISC_FEATURE
<222> (5)..(5)
<223> tyrosine at position 5 is phosphorylated
<400> 1
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15

<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>

20

<220>
<223> Peptide 1’

25

2
9
PRT
Artificial Sequence

<220>
<221> MISC_FEATURE
<222> (5)..(5)
<223> serine at position 5 is phosphorylated
<400> 2
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<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>

3
9
PRT
Artificial Sequence
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<220>
<223> Peptide 2
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<220>
<221> MISC_FEATURE
<222> (5)..(5)
<223> tyrosine at position 5 is phosphorylated
<400> 3
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<210>
<211>
<212>
<213>

4
8
PRT
Artificial Sequence

<220>
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<223> Peptide 3
<220>
<221> MISC_FEATURE
<222> (4)..(4)
<223> tyrosine at position 4 is phosphorylated

5

<400> 4
10
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Claims
1.

Use of a compound of the following formula (1) as a fluorescent sensor for phosphate ion or phosphorylated peptide:
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wherein FL represents a fluorescent functional group or atomic group having an aromatic ring or heterocyclic ring,
and X represents a functional group or atomic group which will be liberated in an aqueous solution to form an anion;
and
wherein FL is selected from one of (a), (b), (c) and (d) in the following (2):
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wherein R represents hydrogen atom, an alkyl group having 1 to 4 carbon atoms or benzyl group in the formula (d); and
wherein X is NO3, a halogen atom or ClO4; and
wherein the compound is a phosphate anion-selective fluorescent compound.
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2.
20

The use according to claim 1 as a fluorescent sensor for phosphorylated peptide, wherein the compound is composed
of an amino acid sequence containing a hydrophobic amino acid and an anionic amino acid in addition to a phosphorylated amino acid.

Patentansprüche
25

1.

Verwendung einer Verbindung der folgenden Formel (1) als fluoreszierender Sensor für ein Phosphat-Ion oder ein
phosphoryliertes Peptid:
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wobei FL eine fluoreszierende funktionelle Gruppe oder eine atomische Gruppe mit einem aromatischen Ring oder
einem heterozyklischen Ring darstellt und X eine funktionelle Gruppe oder eine atomische Gruppe darstellt, die in
einer wässrigen Lösung freigesetzt werden wird, um ein Anion zu bilden, und
wobei FL aus einem von (a), (b), (c) und (d) der folgenden (2) ausgewählt ist:
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wobei R ein Wasserstoffatom, eine Alkylgruppe mit 1 bis 4 Kohlenstoffatomen oder eine Benzylgruppe in der Formel
(d) darstellt; und
wobei X NO3, ein Halogenatom oder ClO4 ist; und
wobei die Verbindung eine gegenüber Phosphat-Anionen selektive fluoreszierende Verbindung ist.
15

2.

Verwendung nach Anspruch 1 als ein fluoreszierender Sensor für ein phosphoryliertes Peptid, wobei die Verbindung
aus einer Aminosäuresequenz besteht, die neben einer phosphorylierten Aminosäure eine hydrophobe Aminosäure
und eine anionische Aminosäure enthält.
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Revendications
1.

Utilisation d’un composé de la formule (1) suivante en tant que capteur fluorescent pour un ion phosphate ou un
peptide phosphorylé :
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dans lequel FL représente un groupe fonctionnel fluorescent ou un groupe atomique ayant un cycle aromatique ou
un cycle hétérocyclique, et X représente un groupe fonctionnel ou un groupe atomique qui sera libéré dans une
solution aqueuse pour former un anion ; et
dans lequel FL est sélectionné parmi un de (a), (b), (c) et (d) dans (2) ci-dessous :
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dans lequel R représente un atome d’hydrogène, un groupe alkyle ayant de 1 à 4 atomes de carbone ou un groupe
benzyle dans la formule (d) ; et
dans lequel X et NO3, un atome d’halogène ou ClO4 et
dans lequel le composé est un composé fluorescent sélectif par rapport aux anions phosphate.
15

2.

Utilisation selon la revendication 1 en tant que capteur fluorescent pour un peptide phosphorylé, dans lequel le
composé est composé d’une séquence d’acides aminés contenant un acide aminé hydrophobe et un acide aminé
anionique en plus d’un acide aminé phosphorylé.
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